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INTRODUCTION 

3D analysis of movement is used for clinical purposes 

successfully for over 20 years in specialized gait labs. Still 

most rehabilitation and regular physical therapy institutions 

have hardly profited from the knowledge acquired. No clinical 

derivatives have been accepted on a wide scale in physical 

therapy. Apparently the required combination of clinical 

relevance (with underlying required data quality), practical 

applicability, and economic features has not been developed 

yet. New technology based on body worn 3D motion trackers 

is maturing rapidly and offers new opportunities of fulfilling 

all requirements for wide scale clinical application.  

This paper examines data quality and reliability plus practical 

and clinical feasibility in the context of potential clinical 

relevance in one such application. 

Patient motor function is studied by evaluating relevant 

cyclical kinematics and EMG patterns assessed in a series of 

on-site follow up measurements during a typical post ACL 

surgery rehabilitation program. Nature and magnitude of 

features and tendencies in the data are discussed relative to 

estimated smallest detectable difference (SDD) bands in the 

context of potential clinical relevancy for monitoring and 

treatment adaptation. 

 

METHODS 

Seven male ACL surgery patients (age 18-40) were recruited 

that enrolled in a standard rehabilitation program at 2 sports 

physical therapy practices, following reconstruction with 

semitendinosus-gracilis technique after first time, single side 

ACL rupture. All participated in 4 short on-site analysis of 

movement sessions over a period of 4 months after start of 

rehabilitation. 

Twice at the start and at the end of each session ‘Segment 

calibration’ trials [3] were performed twice (5 sec of standing 

in neutral upright posture - 5 consecutive sagittal plane squats 

– 5 seconds neutral upright posture standing). A segment 

calibration procedure, based on helical axes determination, 

estimates the relative orientation of each body segment to the 

sensor mounted on it to facilitate estimation of body segment 

kinematics independent of sensor placement orientation [1]. 

Recorded were 3D accelerations, angular velocities and 

magnetic field vector patterns of both thighs, shanks, feet plus 

the pelvis and thorax (8 Xsens Mtx sensors, 100 sps). 3D body 

segment orientations were derived from this data. EMG was 

recorded of 4 muscles (Rectus femoris, Semitendinosus, 

Gastrocnemius, Gluteus) in each leg (2 TMSI Mobi 4 channel 

EMG recording units, 1024 SPS, SRE estimation, 

subsampling to 100 sps). Two synched tcp/ip video streams 

were recorded for reference. Recordings were made during 

walking, at different speeds and running plus several 

coordinative tests. Gait cycle analysis results were instantly 

available based on automated left and right heel strike 

detection. Discussed in this paper are 3D orientations and 

angular velocities of thigh vs. shank (‘knee joint kinematics’). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Orientation differences were expressed in smallest rotation 

angle between the two orientations. Orientation differences 

between the 2 repeated segment calibrations per subject 

suggest an calibration related orientation uncertainty of 1-2 

degree (figure 1) both for the pre session calibration trials 

(Diffpre) as for the post session ones (Diffpost). An additional 

uncertainty related to sensor mounting instabilities within 

sessions of  the same order were found with incidental outliers 

up to 5 degrees, assessed by the difference between average 

pre and average post calibration trial results (Diffpost-pre). The 

outliers indicate unwanted sensor mounting instabilities. 

Angle and angular velocity standard error of the mean (n=5)  

95% conf .bands of 1-2 degree were found for average knee 

flexion angle/angular velocity in walking at different speeds. 

SDD values were found of ca. 3 degrees Figure 2. 
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Figure 1:  Boxplots over 4 sessions (1 subject example) of the variation in 
DiffPRE (Red), DiffPOST (Green) and DiffPOST/PRE (Blue). 

In all subjects several typical gait cycle features in kinematics 

and EMG of the affected leg changed consistently over time 

towards values found in the unaffected leg, while others  

remained identical (effect >> uncertainty). No change was 

found in the unaffected legs. These effects were strongly 

associated to clinically used decision making parameters as 



Range Of Motion and amount of loading/knee flexion of the 

knee in the stance phace, ‘stability’ etc. 

  

  

Figure 1: Phase plots (angular velocity against angle) of 1 subject during 

normal walking. Left and right plots represent left and right knee respectively 
Upper and lower plots represent respectively the 1st and 4th session (15 

weeks apart). 

Time plots of m. Gastrocnemius activation and knee angle vs. 

time indicated lower activation levels for m. Gastrocnemius in  

the affected leg compared to the unaffected leg at the end of 

stance phase. The activation level in the unaffected leg 

appears to be shifting over sessions from the beginning of 

swing phase towards the end of stance phase. This effect was 

seen in all subjects. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

It was observed that: 

-estimation reliability of kinematic data is relatively small in 

comparison to absolute values and value changes in measures 

and phenomena relevant to clinical decision making, 

-the DiffPOST/PR test provides a robust means for an instant 

quality check in every session. It should be included in any 

clinical application supporting clinical decision making. 

-consistency of value and appearance of derived data for the 

unaffected leg as well as parts of the affected leg support the 

reliability of the assessments over sessions 

-consistency of segment calibration data over sessions 

provides similar support 

-Only limited support was found for the clinical value of the 

EMG data in this context. The meaning of the observed 

phenomena in the Gastrocnemius (speed effect?) requires 

further study as well as the choice for the other muscles. 

These observations together form strong evidence that the 

proposed method indeed bears potential for effective and 

efficient routine clinical decision making in ACL rehab. 

-This method supports clinical decision making by providing 

instant indications for all smallest detectable differences. 

The current set-up used in this study is not acceptable in 

routine clinical settings. Crucial for this was mounting hassle 

and limitations. Mounting was too cumbersome and time 

consuming for routine clinical application. This was mainly 

caused by the fact the both motion sensing and EMG  

  

  

  

Figure 2: m. Gastrocnemius (blue line) activation and knee angle (black line) 

of subject NL1976 vs. percentage gait cycle during normal walking. Standard 
error of the mean (SEM) based 95% confidence intervals were plotted around 

the cycle average curves (grey/blue area’s). The left and right plots represent 

the left and right leg respectively, the upper, middle and lower plots represent 
the first, second and third session respectively, twice 4 weeks apart. 

recording systems consisted of a (wireless) on body base unit 

connected with cables to the sensors. Completely instrumented 

suits were found not to be a solution because of the effort 

required to remove and reinstall sensors and cables for the 

required regular washing of the suit and because different 

sizes and fits will be required. Recent hands on experience 

with both commercial EMG and motion sensor systems with 

wireless sensor nodes indicates that with this hardware a  

clinically speedy, functional and acceptable set up is feasible, 

especially in applications in which EMG is not required. 

Also larger scale field applications in sports [5] and 

ergonomics [1,2] seem feasible, supported by very similar 

studies as this one [5]. When prices will become acceptable 

for individual professionals wide spread routine clinical 

application seems eminent. 
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